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Happy New Year! We hope that last year was good

for you, and that this year will be better .

There has really been no newsletter for the past

year . There has been a series of postcards whch served to

give notice of a few meetings (frequently after the fact), and

there were two truly terrible newsletters which wer e

uninformative and dull .

This year we hope to change that . Arkansas Mens a

used to have one of the best and most interesting newsletters

in the region . We could do that again.

What we need from you is feedback, content, and a

general idea of what you want out of Arkansas Mensa and

what you want out of the newsletter .

It's dues time again . Please don't be suspicious that

this superficial improvement in the newsletter from a

postcard to this multicolor brochure is in any way timed t o

coordinate with the effort to get you to renew your

membership . We're not nearly that organized . If that had

been our intention, you would have seen this around

October .
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Elections Not Held !

As many of you may have noticed, no elections wer e

held . But it's not too late . If anyone--and that mean s

anyone--one person in Arkansas Mensa so moves, we will

have new elections . I'll dig out the by-laws, compare them t o

the mandatory by-laws of National Mensa and figure out how

to run an election .

If anyone wants to nominate himself or herself for an

office, obviously he or she may run for that office . If there

are no self-nominations, I will appoint a nominating

committee to be chaired by the first person to move for ne w

elections (unless that person wants to run) . The rest of the

committee will be appointed at random by assigning everyon e

a number and drawing numbers out of a hat . Those who are

selected may decline, of course . Nominations for th e

nominating committee will also be accepted . Again, you ma y

also nominate yourself for a position at that time .

Once nominations are complete, we'll announce the

election in the bulletin and publish ballots to be returned b y

snail mail or electronic mail .

If there is no interest in an election, the current

officers will continue in their posts until next year or a coup ,

whatever comes first .

LocSec: Gerry Schulze, genysch@yahoo .com,

501-413-7574, 8317 Ascension Rd ., Little Rock, AR 72204

www.gerrysch.com. Ass't LocSec: Bruce Crabtree,

brucec@arkansas .net. Treasurer : Richard Emmel ,

remmel@aristotle .net. Webmaster : Maags MacLoch ,

rnm@maclochdesigns .com.
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Gerry's Grumblings

by Gerry Schulze

This isn't even about Mensa, but another of my unusual interests . I

attended Shadowcon in Memphis with my family last weekend . It

is a science fiction, historical recreation, and a gamer convention .

Helena has been interested in Dungeons and Dragons since she wa s

in college . Perhaps this even goes back as far as high school . She

had achieved a high level with her magic user . When I would g o

visit her, I would often get involved in the games . I was usually

something like a first level dwarf wizard with the powers to scare

fish or shoo flies . I was frequently killed early, sometimes as early

as in the shop buying the equipment .

Both of my sons are interested in role playing games . My older

son, Christopher, is extremely interested in these games. Benjami n

is interested in a lot of the games that involve cards, but he can

hold his own with the grownups in a Dungeons and Dragons game .

We had a great time at this convention . Unfortunately part of

having a great time involves sleeping less than we should and w e

certainly did that .

I was invited to play a game called a vampire LARP . A LARP

-bands for live action role playing or something like that . I went t o

the LARP so I could watch Christopher and see how these thing s

go, but I was invited to participate so I decided to go with it . Each

participant was given an envelope with a description of the

character . We were then to wander around the first floor of th e

hotel and interact with other people playing the game . Again, I wa s

new to this type of entertainment, and shortly I was hoping tha t

someone would put me out of my misery . I was confused and quit e

frankly feeling somewhat out of my element . I went aroun d

dropping broad hints that y

	

was, new to being a vampire ,

walking around in the most dangerous parts of town for vampires

and I would sure be easy prey for someone . I went "OOC" [out o f

character] and told the Vampire Prince and the GM [Game Master :

The guy who wrote the plot, invented the characters, and refereed

the game] that it would probably be in the best 'interest of the gam e

if I were to be eliminated . Of course this was done in my

traditional Joking manner and I was not taken seriously even as a

newbie .

Finally a gang of about three other vampires decided to invite

me outside to discuss some important matters . Predictably, for

a game like this, they took advantage of this opportunity t o

beat me to death with shovels and bury me in a shallow grav e

after feasting on my blood .

In reality, there's no contact whatsoever . I don't know how

familiar you may be with Role Playing Games, but usually

people announce actions and reactions and resolve what

happened with rolls of dice . A LARP is different in that you do

actually walk around and spatial relationships exist . But there' s

no actual contact allowed unless it's by mutual agreement .

What really happens is quite bizarre, and caused no smal l

amount of staring by hotel personnel and the "mundane "

guests . It goes like this :

Someone says, let's walk over there . In this case it was

genuinely outside the hotel . Different areas were designated as

safe and not safe, and outside the hotel was not safe . Then on e

says, "I take out a shovel and swing at your head ." I say, " l

dodge ." Then we pull out our character sheets and compar e

"stats ." The "stats" are the skills, weaknesses, and other facts

about your character. One of my attributes was "quick ." (talk

about fantasy role playing!) . On the basis of our comparative

statistics, we "resolve the combat ." How do we resolve it? We

resolve it by a series of games--I am NOT making this up--o f

rock, scissors, and paper . Either that or rock, scissors, paper,

and bomb. This game is a modified version of rock ,

scissors and paper, in which there's a fourth hand signa l

for "bomb." Bomb beats rock and paper, but scissors beats it .

You usually have to be higher level to get to use "bomb ." Of

course, that means since scissors beats two things your best be t

with someone who has a bomb is to go with scissors . Once th e

combat is resolved,the next person announces what he's goin g

to do. Another series of RSP or RSPB goes on . Imagine how

this looks to the bleary eyed widget salesman who pops int o

the hotel for the evening .
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A bunch of people dressed in various unusual fashion--some i n

middle ages garb, some in monster or spaceman garb--an d

everyone in some kind of civilian clothing wearing a blac k

t-shirt--announcing that they are engaging in various violen t

activity, ("I try to claw your privates off" "Ok, I've got plu s

two privates protection .") checking paperwork, and playing

rock, scissors, and paper . The mommy and daddy bringing

their kids to the hotel on the way to see grandma have a lot o f

explaining to do, "They're weirdos, son . We'll explain later . "

We can only hope that the widget salesman was far from th e

suite in which we were showing movies. Mom, Dad and the

Kids found another hotel .

I was prepared to go watch other events such as the costum e

contest and the live auction whenxplined to me that being

beaten to death and buried in the backyard does not mean tha t

you're out of the game . To the contrary they had nearl y

recruited me to be a member of the rebel antisocial evi l

vampires . I spent the rest of the evening not been permitted to

tell anyone that I had been "recruited" at the "shovel party" and

helping them carry out their nefarious scheme which was t o

talk to other people into going outside with them to get beat t o

semi-death with shovels . I almost succeeded with one guy. Of

course in order to keep up the image I had to continue actin g

confused about what in the world was going on . That really

didn't require much acting .

At about 1 :00 in the morning most people had either gotten ou t

of the game by legitimate means or had simply gone to bed .

About that time the drama was resolved and the prince of th e

vampires prevailed. The evil vampire group that I was now a

member of that apparently fallen out of the center of the actio n

anyway .

This was a lot of fun for Christopher and, quite honestly, a lo t

of fun for me . At first I was bored because I didn't really kno w

what I was doing but, with some experience, I began to get int o

the game .

I also had the opportunity to attend a conference given by a

couple of science fiction writers . It was mostly about how to

break into publishing and get your book published . I was

probably a bit out of place there because not only do I seem to

be unable to finish writing a book, I seem to be unable to

finish even so much as reading one .I was not sure why thes e

two writers were going out of their way to tell us all how t o

compete with them, but that appears to be what they wer e

doing .

I did not even sign up for the costume contest, which was a

good thing because I was still in the Vampi re LARP. I didn' t

realize that you could leave the game long enough to d o

something like this, but I recognized one of the contestants as

one of the main characters in the game . In any event, there

was no reason to enter the contest. There was too muc h

competition . There were very real looking storm troopers wh o

came down the hall of the hotel looking for Princess Leia .

Batman, Robin, the Joker, the Penguin, the Riddler ,

Catwoman, and Poison Ivy were there . There were many very

realistic medieval outfits . It was very impressive .

After the Vampire LARP Chris and I went to see the Rocky

Horror Picture Show, which is a tradition at this type o f

event . Christopher learned several minutes humorous thing s

to shout at the screen .

In Mensa related news, it's time to renew your membership . I

know that if you haven't been online or at one of the fe w

meetings we've had, you may not have gotten much out o f

Arkansas Mensa last year. Here's hoping things will improve ,

but they'll only improve if we decide to make them better .

Gerry



CA~EADAR Of EYEAT S

January 16, 2005 : Semifinals Central Arkansas Mensa Mud Wrestling Competiton ,

6 :30 P.M ., Little Rock Zoo

January 20, 2005 : Nude Snowball Fight (weather permitting). Gem's house . 12 :00

noon .
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January 22, 2005 : Seminar, Sonnets of William Shakespeare and 2001 Dirt y

Limericks compared . Downtown Library . 2:00 P.M .

January 22, 2005 : Goat Roping Contest, 8 :30 P.M, Dillard's, Ladies' Intimate

Apparel Department, Park Plaza Mall .

January 27, 2005 . Real Meeting.

7 :00 p.m . Hunan Oriental

Restaurant, 11610 Pleasant Ridge
Rd. Little Rock

Arkansas Mensa

c/o Gerry Schulze

LocSec

831.7 Ascension Rd .

Little Rock, AR 72204

The Gift of the Ma is Read for

Broadway !

Arkansas Mensa Assistan t

LocSec Bruce Crabtre e

played the many parts of the

"City Him" in the Eureka

Theater Company' s

presentation of "The Gift o f

the Magi." This performance

was one of the attractions a t

the Eureka Springs meeting.

Richard and Sharon Emmel were among tlise who

traveled all the way from Little Rock to see it.

4A C'.P"t `
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